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Abstract

The dynamics of the European Union’s evolution in recent decades have been influenced by the evolution of society as a whole, the fourth industrial revolution and technological development in parallel with environmental protection being landmarks to which European policies relate.

In this context, the new European Commission sets as priorities A European Green Deal and A Europe fit for the digital age by proposing concrete measures to be taken at Union level or by the Member States.

Such proposed acts and measures must have their legal basis in the Treaties of the Union which define both the objectives of the Union and the types of powers which it has to achieve them.

However, the question that may arise is: is there such a legal basis? What acts can be adopted by the Union institutions for green and digital transitions? Is there a need to extend Union competence?

The analysis of the legal instruments available to the Union at the moment seeks to provide an answer to these questions and to provide a perspective for the development of the specific legal framework; the sources of European Union law and the types of competences that the EU has in the main areas concerned are taken into account.
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1. General remarks

As international intergovernmental integration organization, the European Union acts within the limits of the powers conferred by the Member States in order to achieve the common objectives set out in the Treaties, objectives which diversify and multiply as society itself evolves globally.

The analysis of the powers of the European Union, hereinafter referred to as the EU, is a complex one, although it is stated that the Treaty of Lisbon clarified this aspect by establishing in art. 2-6 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) the types of competences and areas in which three main types of competence apply: exclusive EU competence/power, shared EU-Member State competence/power and Union competence to support, coordinate and complement the action of the Member States.

The principle of conferral provided by art. 5 para. (1) to (2) of the Treaty on European Union (TEU) governs the way in which the Union acts within the powers conferred by the Treaties, stating that “competences not conferred upon the Union in the Treaties remain with the Member States”.

Thus, the extension or limitation of EU competences can be achieved by revising the EU Treaties according to art. 48 of the Treaty on European Union.

However, the TFEU contains, in art. 352, a flexibility clause or reservoir of competence that allows the EU to act within the policies of the Treaties if it does not have an express competence, to meet the objectives of the EU. „Thus, the invocation of these provisions may occur when the powers conferred by the treaties in the form of specific attributions (functional competence) may be insufficient to achieve the objectives expressly assigned by the treaties (material competence); but, according to the jurisprudence of the Court, in no case art. 352 TFEU cannot serve as a basis for extending the EU’s areas of competence and cannot be used as a "subterfuge" to choose a legal basis leading to a simpler legislative procedure or not involving the European Parliament”

2. Legal instruments for green and digital transitions

2.1. The EU powers

In this framework that defines the competences at Union level, in the current situation marked by the
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pandemic health crisis\(^3\) and technological evolution\(^4\), the EU aims to develop in the parameters of green and digital, starting the transition in this regard; the question is not whether the EU will succeed but whether it has the legal instruments in terms of powers to achieve this goal, which has, among its beneficiaries, the citizens of the Member States\(^5\).

These goals are mentioned among the new European Commission’s priorities for 2019-2024 (Political Guidelines) as following:

“A European Green Deal”: Transforming the EU into a modern, resource-efficient and competitive economy, while preserving Europe’s natural environment, tackling climate change and making Europe carbon-neutral and resource efficient by 2050\(^6\);

“A Europe fit for the digital age”: “Embracing the digital transformation by investing in businesses, research and innovation, reforming data protection, empowering people with the skills necessary for a new generation of technologies and designing rules to match”\(^7\).

It can therefore be seen that these are priorities that are not explicitly set out in the EU Treaties in force, but involve policies defined by them or actions that have started at EU level. If environment, in which the principle of subsidiarity was first used by the Single European Act (1986, 1987), is included within the shared competences according to the art. 4 para. 2 letter (e) of the TFEU, digitalization issues are not specifically regulated in the EU Treaties\(^7\), but secondary EU law and complementary EU law has recently developed this cross-cutting concept in EU policies and areas of action.

The working legal instruments used par excellence by the EU institutions to achieve the Union’s objectives within the limits of the competences set out in the Treaties are “legal acts” (concept used for the first time in the Lisbon Treaty - Part six Institutional and financial provisions, Title I Institutional provisions, Chapter 2 Legal acts of the union, adoption procedures and other provisions, Section 1 the legal acts of the Union of the TFEU) in the category of which have been included:

- legislative acts\(^8\) (art. 289 TFEU),
- non-binding acts (art. 288 final paragraph TFEU), and
- non-legislative acts\(^9\) (art. 290-291 TFEU).

At the same time, the EU institutions use to a significant extent the complementary/ or soft law\(^10\) that does not produce legal effects, but has the ability to do so; in this case, we can mention communications, resolutions, conclusions, white papers or green papers, acts that do not have a legal enshrinement in the EU Treaties. Among those acts only „recommendations and opinions” are mentioned by the final paragraph of the art. 288 TFEU which states that they „shall have no binding force”\(^11\).

\(^2\) The pandemic has already “pushed” us towards digitalization and “suggests” a future with fewer lawyers, more adaptable to legislative changes, more efficient in the field of information technology. Artificial intelligence accentuated the tendency to restrict the “labor market” in the field of law, and this process will have to be “controlled” by lawyers, not only better in the field of IT, but also able to understand the advantages and dangers of AI.  
\(^5\) In March 2021, „26 CEOs of companies have signed a Declaration to support the Green and Digital Transformation of the EU and formed a European Green Digital Coalition“, which „will help not only the tech sector to become more sustainable, circular and a zero polluter, but also to support sustainability goals of other priority sectors such as energy, transport, agriculture, and construction while contributing to an innovative, inclusive and resilient society“ - https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/companies-take-action-support-green-and-digital-transformation-eu  
\(^6\) 7 https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/priorities_en  
\(^7\) Alina Mihaela Conea, Politicile Uniunii Europene, (București: Universal Juridic, 2019), 191: „With the exception of the field of data protection, the digital policy of the European Union does not benefit from a specific basis, within the primary law“.  
\(^10\) On the European Union’s website, these acts are included in the category of the EU secondary law: „Secondary law comprises unilateral acts, which can be divided into two categories: those listed in Article 288 TFEU: regulations, directives, decisions, opinions and recommendations; those not listed in Article 288 TFEU, i.e. Atypical acts such as communications and resolutions, and white and green papers“ - https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=LEGISSUM%3A14534  
\(^11\) CIEU, Salvatore Grimaldì v Fonds des maladies professionnelles, 13 December 1989, case C-322/88, point 13-14; „13 Recommendations, which according to the fifth paragraph of Article 189 of the Treaty are not binding, are generally adopted by the institutions of the Community when they do not have the power under the Treaty to adopt binding measures or when they consider that it is not appropriate to adopt more mandatory rules. 14 Since it follows from the settled case-law of the Court ( see, in particular, judgment of 29 January 1985 in Case 147/83 Binderer v Commission ((1985)) ECR 257 ) that the choice of form cannot alter the nature of a measure, it must nevertheless be ascertained whether the content of a measure is wholly consistent with the form attributed to it”.

For implementing the green and digital transitions, not only legal acts are adopted, but also soft law acts which are, in principle, mandatory for the Member States by virtue of the principle of loyal cooperation enshrined in art. 4 para. (3) of the TEU\textsuperscript{12} lacking a specific legal basis in the EU Treaties.

\subsection{2.2. Green transition}

European Green Deal has been adopted by the Communication from the Commission, COM (2019) 640 final, Brussels, 11.12.2019 which sets up the following measures:

"2. Transforming the EU’s economy for a sustainable future
   2.1. Designing a set of deeply transformative policies
      2.1.1. Increasing the EU’s climate ambition for 2030 and 2050
      2.1.2. Supplying clean, affordable and secure energy
      2.1.3. Mobilising industry for a clean and circular economy
      2.1.4. Building and renovating in an energy and resource efficient way
      2.1.5. Accelerating the shift to sustainable and smart mobility
      2.1.6. From 'Farm to Fork': designing a fair, healthy and environmentally-friendly food system
      2.1.7. Preserving and restoring ecosystems and biodiversity
      2.1.8.A zero pollution ambition for a toxic-free environment
   2.2 Mainstreaming sustainability in all EU policies
      2.2.1. Pursuing green finance and investment and ensuring a just transition
      2.2.2. Greening national budgets and sending the right price signals
      2.2.3. Mobilising research and fostering innovation
      2.2.4. Activating education and training
      2.2.5. A green oath: ‘do no harm’
      2.3. The EU as a global leader”.

This Communication does not mention any legal basis for adopting and implementing these measures by the EU institutions and Member States.

It is clear that these objectives and measures cannot be achieved without the Member States taking concrete action in this regard; the phrase used in the action Plan is the following "the Commission will work with the Member States” which involves cooperation between the Union and the Member States, but the action Plan contains also references to the obligation imposed to the national authorities to comply with the Union objectives as set out in the phrase: "The Commission and the Member States must also ensure that policies and legislation are enforced and deliver effectively. The environmental implementation review will play a critical role in mapping the situation in each Member State"; so, it is an obligation for the Member States laid down into a non-binding act. The breach of the EU law leads to an infringement procedure initiated by the European Commission; it will be the case in regard with the non-respect of the action Plan for European Green Deal! In our opinion, the answer is positive.” Environmental policy then is a good illustration of the development of the influence of the EU as a body, the addition of environmental powers representing an important marker in the shift of focus from the more limited economic sphere of activity that typified the original Community Treaties to the broader aspirations and ambitions of the organization today"\textsuperscript{13}.

The Green Deal must be implemented in all related policies in order to achieve the EU goals and thus it will become compulsory for the Member States in the case where that policy is covered by the exclusive or shared competence of the EU. For example, the common agricultural policy where EU has a shared competence will be influenced by the action Plan for European Green Deal and the Member States will be obliged to make reforms for complying with the specific EU law. “Farmers, agri-food businesses, foresters, and rural communities have an essential role to play in several of the Green Deal’s key policy areas, including:

- building a sustainable food system through the Farm to Fork strategy;
- adding to the new biodiversity strategy by protecting and enhancing the variety of plants and animals in the rural ecosystem;
- contributing to the climate action of the Green Deal to achieve the goal of net-zero emissions in the EU by 2050;
- supporting the updated forestry strategy, to be announced in 2021, by maintaining healthy forests;
- contributing to a zero-pollution action plan, to be set out in 2021, by safeguarding natural resources such as water, air and soil”\textsuperscript{14}.

At institutional level, the new European Commission has appointed an executive vice-president “leading the Commission’s work on the European Green Deal and its first European Climate Law to enshrine the 2050 climate-neutrality target into EU law”\textsuperscript{15}.


\textsuperscript{13} Margot Horspool (Author), Matthew Humphreys (Author), Michael Wells-Greco (Author), Siri Harris (Contributor), Noreen O’meara (Contributor), European Union Law, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016, 9th Edition), 473.


2.3. Digital transition

The digital transition is also proposed to the Member States and all society through a communication, non-binding act – Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. Shaping Europe’s digital future, COM (2020) 67 final, Brussels, 19.2.2020 without reference to any legal basis in the EU Treaties:

“For the next five years, the Commission will focus on three key objectives to ensure that digital solutions help Europe to pursue its own way towards a digital transformation that works for the benefit of people through respecting our values:

• Technology that works for people: Development, deployment and uptake of technology that makes a real difference to people’s daily lives. A strong and competitive economy that masters and shapes technology in a way that respects European values.

• A fair and competitive economy: A frictionless single market, where companies of all sizes and in any sector can compete on equal terms, and can develop, market and use digital technologies, products and services at a scale that boosts their productivity and global competitiveness, and consumers can be confident that their rights are respected.

• An open, democratic and sustainable society: (...) A European way to digital transformation which enhances our democratic values, respects our fundamental rights, and contributes to a sustainable, climate-neutral and resource-efficient economy”.

In line with the European Green Deal and the strategy Shaping Europe’s digital future, it has been developed A New Industrial Strategy for Europe adopted through a communication - Communication from the Commission, COM (2020) 102 final, Brussels, 10.3.2020 which proposes for European industry16:

“2.1 A globally competitive and world-leading industry
2.2 An industry that paves the way to climate-neutrality
2.3 An industry shaping Europe’s digital future

The digital transition will include not only the industry and economy but also the education – fundamental sector the developing the society”.

Another policy having impact for the European citizens is the education policy in which the EU can carry out actions to support, coordinate or supplement the actions of the Member States17. The education is one of the sectors affected by the pandemic sars-cov-2 in terms of teaching process but also in terms children education by the parents. The digitalization is used in education and it is clear that a new trend will be settled up at all levels of education. In this regard, the Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions - Digital Education Action Plan 2021-2027 Resetting education and training for the digital age, Brussels, COM (2020) 624 final, 30.9.2020 has as priorities:

“Strategic priority 1: Fostering the development of a high-performing digital education ecosystem
Strategic priority 2: Enhancing digital skills and competences for the digital transformation”.

Digital transition includes also social aspects18, “MEPs (Members of the European Parliament) call for binding social targets to help the EU labour market adjust to the current realities of the digital and green economy.

• Digital and green transition must include a social dimension
• New European Social Agenda to be adopted under the Portuguese presidency
• European Pillar of Social Rights should be properly implemented19:

For ensuring the implementation the European Commission’s initiatives in this area, an executive vice-president of the new European Commission is responsible for „A Europe Fit for the Digital Age”:

• „setting the strategic direction of the political priority "Europe Fit for the Digital Age”.
• Coordinating work on a European strategy on data and on a European approach to artificial intelligence, including its human and ethical implications,
• Steering work on upgrading liability and safety rules for digital platforms, services and products as part of a new Digital Services Act, ensuring working conditions of platform workers are properly addressed,
• Coordinating the Commission’s work to achieve fair digital taxation”20.

3. De lege ferenda proposal

The new “Joint declaration on the conference on the future of European e-gaging with citizens for democracy– Building a more resilient Europe” states that “The European Union has to show that it can provide answers to citizens’ concerns and ambitions. European policy must provide inclusive answers to our generation-defining tasks: achieving the green and

16 Art. 6 letter (b) – competence of the EU to carry out actions to support, coordinate or supplement the actions of the Member States.
18 Monica Florentina Popa, “The subversive effect of utilitarianism on the right to life in eu countries”, Journal of Law and Administrative Sciences, no 14/2020, 87, http://jolas.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/jolas-no.14.pdf: “The debates on the retirement age, the reforms of state pensions and the steady loss of jobs due to the high levels of automation and digitalisation will challenge in the near future the resilience and strengths of the EU citizens and will put to test the principle of European solidarity, not only between member-states, but also between different categories of citizens belonging to the same country”.
digital transition, while strengthening Europe’s resilience, its social contract and European industry’s competitiveness.\footnote{Margot Horspool (Author), Matthew Humphreys (Author), Michael Wells-Greco (Author), Siri Harris (Contributor), Noreen O’meara (Contributor), op.cit., 216: “A typical and increasingly popular ground for action by the Commission is breach by the Member State of the Article 4(3) TFEU duty of sincere implementation of the Union law, in particular, is vigorously pursued by the Commission.”}

In the spirit of this Declaration, we appreciate that, in a future revision of the EU Treaties\footnote{Art. 48 TFEU}, provisions on the digital transition and the green transition will be introduced at primary EU law level, including the steps and measures to be taken after the transitions are completed.

The provisions of EU primary law would allow the adoption of legislation, binding for Member States whose compliance is monitored by the European Commission.

Digitization has become an EU priority that is pursued at a cross-cutting level and has recently been encountered in the design and implementation of various European policies and areas of action. The same approach can be found with regard to green transition, as it is not limited to environmental policy but also becomes an objective to be met in other policies and actions.

Awareness-raising activities on the digital and green transitions should become a constant concern for the European institutions and the authorities of the Member States for the benefit of European citizens in accordance with the principle of sincere cooperation.

It is obvious that, at the moment, the European Commission’s communications can only impose certain conduct for the Member States on the basis of the principle of sincere cooperation which allows them to gradually adapt to the transition, from a legislative, structural and institutional point of view.

A future revision of the Treaties may also concern the nomenclature of the EU law sources which could include the complementary EU law like the Commission’s communications mentioned above, European Parliament’s resolutions and other sui generis acts.

The current art. 296 TFEU obliges to respect the principle of proportionality\footnote{Augustin Furea, “Brief considerations on the principles specific to the implementation of the European Union law”, Challenges of the Knowledge Society, 20th-21st May 2016. 10th edition, Bucharest, 396, http://cks.univnt.ro/cks_2016.html. „In this way, three obligations are established in the task of Member States: two positive (the adoption of measures to implement EU law and facilitate the exercise of the Union’s mission) and one negative - not to take any action that would jeopardize the objectives of the Union”:} when a specific act will be adopted by the EU institutions.” where the Treaties do not specify the type of act to be adopted, the institutions shall select it on a case-by-case basis, in compliance with the applicable procedures and with the principle of proportionality which could be interpreted including in regard with complementary EU law because a reference to a legal act is not mentioned. The next statement of this article makes a direct reference to a legal act: “Legal acts shall state the reasons on which they are based and shall refer to any proposals, initiatives, recommendations, requests or opinions required by the Treaties”.

«The accession to the EU implies a number of consequences. One of these consequences follows from the judgment of the Court of Justice in Luxembourg ruled in 1978, in which the Court ruled that, under the “principle of the supremacy of Community law, the provisions of the Treaty and the acts of the directly applicable institutions have the effect, with the mere fact of their entry into force, not only to determine the inapplicability of any provision contrary to that of the existing national legislation, but also-to the extent that those provisions and acts form an integrant part, with the national law of the Member States rank higher than the internal rules of the legal order applicable in the territory of each Member State-to prevent the adoption of new national legislation in force in so far as they are incompatible with Community rules”»\footnote{See Mihaela-Augustina Dumitrașcu, Oana-Mihaela Salomia, Dreptul Unii europene II, (București: Universul Juridic, 2020), 27-30.}

In conclusion, at the present, the goals of the green and digital transitions will be implemented by the Member States in compliance with the principle of sincere cooperation\footnote{Art. 5.4 TFEU: „Under the principle of proportionality, the content and form of Union action shall not exceed what is necessary to achieve the objectives of the Treaty”.} and the legislative acts adopted for different policies where green and digital aspects are introduced accordingly.
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